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Abstract
Introduction 37 The objective of Bayesian inference is to deduce the hidden cause behind observed data by retrospectively 38 applying statistical inferences. The relationship between Bayesian inference and brain function has 39 attracted significant attention in recent years in the field of neuroscience [1, 2] . In Bayesian inference, the 40 degree of confidence for each hypothesis is updated based on a predefined model for each hypothesis by 41 incorporating the current observational data. In other words, Bayesian inference is a process of narrowing type of facial expression appears in what proportion when the other has a specified emotion corresponds to 48 a model for each hypothesis. For example, if one has a model that "If a person is pleased, the person will 49 smile, with an 80% chance," and if one observes that person to smile frequently, they will be more 50 confident in the hypothesis that "the person is pleased." That is, by observing the data, the "effect" of a 51 data processing must be performed sequentially after each time the data are observed. 70 Various online algorithms have been proposed to deal with this situation [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] . For example, 71 Yamanishi et al. [7] proposed a sequential discounting expectation-maximization (SDEM) algorithm that 72 introduced the effect of forgetting to deal with unsteady situations where the inferred target changed. The 73 algorithm is used in the fields of anomaly detection and change point detection. We also proposed EBI, 74 incorporating causal reasoning into Bayesian inference, like an algorithm that performs inference and 75 learning simultaneously [14] . 76 In the field of cognitive psychology, experiments on causal induction have been performed to identify 77 how humans evaluate the strength of causal relations between two events [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] . In a regular conditional 78 statement of the form "if p then q," the degree of confidence is considered to be proportional to the 79 conditional probability ( ) | P q p , which is the probability of occurrence of q given the existence of p [20] . 80 In contrast, in the case of a causal relation, it has been experimentally demonstrated that humans have a 81 strong sense of causal relation between a cause c and an effect e when ( ) | P c e is high, as well as when 82 ( ) | P e c is high. Specifically, the causal intensity that people feel between c and e can be approximated by the geometric mean of ( ) | P e c and ( ) | P c e . This is called the "dual-factor heuristics" (DFH) model [19] . 84 If the causal intensity between c and e is denoted as inference is called "symmetry inference." 87 In this paper, we first describe the EBI, which replaces conditional inference in Bayesian inference with 88 causal inference. Second, we show that the learning effect and forgetting effect are introduced into 89 Bayesian inference by this replacement. Third, we evaluate the estimation performance of the EBI through 90 the learning task of a dynamically changing Gaussian mixture model. In the evaluation, the performance is 91 compared with SDEM, an online EM algorithm. 92 Methods 93 Bayesian inference 94 In Bayesian inference, several hypotheses k h are first defined and models (probability distributions of 95 data d for the hypotheses) are prepared in the form of conditional probabilities ( ) | k P d h . This 96 conditional probability is called "likelihood" in the case that the data are fixed, and this probability is 97 considered to be a function of the hypothesis. In addition, the confidence ( ) k P h for each hypothesis is 98 prepared as a prior probability. That is, one must have some prior estimate of the probability that k h is 99 true. 100 Assuming that the confidence for hypothesis k h at time t is represented as ( ) t k P h and data t d were 101 observed, the posterior probability is calculated as follows using Bayes' theorem. By combining formulas (1) and (3), we can get formula (4) .
Each time the data are observed, the inference progresses by updating the confidence for each hypothesis 112 using formula (4) . Note that in this process, the confidence ( ) 
That is, the current confidence for a hypothesis is proportional to the prior probability multiplied by the 120 likelihood of the data observed so far. 
Extended Bayesian inference
We proposed the incorporation of such causal induction factor into Bayesian inference in the EBI [14] . 124 In the EBI, first, we defined ( ) | C e c as a new index representing the strength of the connection between 125 two events c and e as follows.
Similarly, we defined ( ) Suppose that m = 0, then formula (9) is undefinable. If 0 X ≈ , the approximation of ( ) 160 Here, if we describe formulas (12) and (13) recursively, and replace c and e with k h and t d , 161 respectively, we can get the next formulas.
Formula (15) can be rewritten as follows by using a Bayesian update.
In formula (17) , a description of the normalization process for setting the confidence as a probability is 169 omitted. 170 Assuming α = 0 in formula (17) , the same form as formula (4) for Bayesian inference is obtained. 
In other words, if α = 0, then formula (14) substantially disappears and the EBI becomes the same as 175 Bayesian inference. In contrast, in the case of α > 0, the likelihood is modified by formula (14). In this 176 study, we only update the likelihood of the hypothesis with the highest confidence at that time instead of 177 updating the likelihood of all hypotheses. That is, the following formula is used instead of formula (14).
Hereafter, the hypothesis with the highest confidence at time t is denoted by max t h . If there are multiple 180 hypotheses with the highest confidence, one of them is selected at random. 181 In the following, let us analyze the case of m = 0, that is, the geometric mean case. In the case of m = 0, 182 formula (17) can be transformed as follows.
If we focus on the recursiveness of ( ) t k C h , formula (21) can be rewritten as follows.
Here, the denominator ( ) i i C d is common to all hypotheses and can be considered as a constant. 187 Therefore, if the normalization processing is omitted, formula (20) can be written as follows.
This can be understood as indication that the current confidence for a hypothesis is proportional to its prior 190 probability multiplied by the likelihood designed to weaken the weight of the distant past. In the case of α = 191 0, that is, Bayesian inference,
This means that the 192 current likelihood and the past likelihood are weighted equally. 193 However, in the case of α = 1,
. It means that the confidence is calculated using 194 only the current likelihood. Thus, it can be said that the EBI introduces the effect of forgetting into 195 Bayesian inference when considering past history. 196 In the case of m = 0, with respect to max t h , formula (20) can be written as follows.
In the case of
, the likelihood becomes larger, and in the case of (23) and (24), a positive number Δ is introduced and approximately calculated as 212 follows.
Here, max t θ represents the parameter of the distribution that is the model for max t h . 216 In formula (25), the term Δ is common to all hypotheses and can be canceled by normalization. Thus, if 217 normalization processing is omitted, it can be expressed as follows.
In formula (27), if the confidence for a hypothesis becomes zero once, it remains zero thereafter. To 220 prevent this, normalization processing (smoothing) is performed by adding a small positive constant ε to 221 the confidence of each hypothesis obtained by formula (27).
Here, K represents the total number of hypotheses. In this study, we set 10 10 ε − = . 224 Having observed the data t d , the likelihood is changed to
by formula (26). 225 Concomitantly, the parameter of the model for the hypothesis is modified from max t θ to 1 max t θ + so that the 226 following equation is satisfied.
If F is a normal distribution, equation (29) can be described as follows.
Updating the variance from max t Σ to
is described in the next section. 231 Solving formula (30) for 1 max t μ + leads to the following two solutions. 232 ( ) ( )
reflects the past observed data. We determine 1 max t μ + as the one closer to max t μ , among the two 234 solutions 1 μ and 2 μ to account for the past data as much as possible. 
is derived from formula (16) . Therefore, formula 246 (26) can be transformed as follows.
If formula (34) is denoted by ( ) ( ) 
In this study, we set max 2 t π Δ = Σ . In this case,
approaches the vertex of the normal distribution whenever data t d are observed. 252 As shown in formula (29), 1 max t μ + is determined to satisfy the condition ( ) ( ) . This means that 1 max t μ + approaches the observation data t d . Through the processing described above, the 254 confidences for each hypothesis and the model for the hypothesis with maximum confidence are corrected whenever the data are observed.
We will hereinafter refer to the latter process of modifying the model for max t h
as inverse Bayesian 257 inference [21] [22] [23] [24] . If the former process of updating the confidences for hypotheses is referred to as 258 inference, inverse Bayesian inference can be called "learning" because it forms a model for a hypothetical 259 instead of an inference. Thus, although the two α s in formulas (26) and (27) are denoted by the same α , 260 they can be called the "learning rate" and "forgetting rate," respectively. We can also set the "learning rate" 261 and "forgetting rate" as two independent parameters. However, when dealing with temporal alteration, like 262 in this study, good performance is achieved when the two parameters have almost identical values. On the 263 contrary, it is preferable to set the parameters separately in spatial clustering. 
The mean of this distribution is S n λ = Σ. We set n=20, that is S=10. We use the gamma distribution as a 
In this case, formula (29) is 283 rewritten as Similar to the case of estimating the mean value,
is determined as ∑ is assumed. k π is called the "mixing weights" and represents the weight of each 331 normal distribution. 332 Next, in the M step, the mixing weights, means, and variances of each normal distribution are updated.
However, weighting is performed to weaken the influence of older observation data by introducing the 334 discounting rate β (0<β<1). , smoothing is performed to prevent it from becoming 0 and normalize, similar to the EBI. 343 We set γ = 0.001 for optimal performance. 344 In the case of K=1, 
Taking the logarithm of both sides of formula (23) in the EBI, the following transformation can be made.
Comparing formula (55) with formula (54), the EBI differs in that it takes a logarithm and uses likelihood 354 instead of posterior probability. 355 The group of processes described above is summarized as an algorithm below. To investigate the behavior of EBI, a simulation was performed. In the simulation, one random number 369 t d is generated at each time from a certain normal distribution (the "generation distribution"). Then, the 370 EBI estimates the generation distribution by observing t d .
371
In this study, we deal with a task in which the mean and variance of the generation distribution fluctuate 372 randomly at each regular interval. Specifically, every 1000 steps, a random number from a uniform distribution of the range [0, 5] is generated, and the number is set as a new mean of distribution. Similarly, 374 a random number from a uniform distribution of the range [0, 0.1] is generated, and the number is set as a 375 new variance of the distribution. 
Here, β (0<β<1) represents a discount rate. Fig. 2(a) shows an example of the result by EBI. In this simulation, the initial values of the mean and 397 variance of the model for each hypothesis were set to 1 and that of the estimated result by the 404 EBI, set to K = 10. Fig. 2(b) shows the result obtained by the EBI set to K = 1 (i.e., the result for inverse 405 Bayesian inference). Fig. 2 (c) shows the estimation results obtained by three types of EMA with different 406 discounting rates β . It is evident that for larger discounting rates, the responses to sudden changes are 407 quicker, as expected, but the fluctuations are increased during the stable period. 408 In the case of EBI, initially, it takes time to follow up when the correct value suddenly changes. However, 409 there are cases where changes can be handled instantly over time. In contrast, in the cases of inverse 410 Bayesian inference and EMA, the follow-up performances are not improved over time at all. 411 412 Fig. 3 (a) shows the time evolution of the means t k μ of the models for ten hypotheses used in the 413 simulation of Fig. 2 (a) . Fig. 3 (b) shows the time evolution of the hypothesis max Fig. 4 shows the relationship between the followability errors and estimation accuracy errors for each 431 method. Note that the x-axis and y-axis in this figure indicate the RMSE; therefore, the closer to the origin, 432 the higher the estimation performance. In Fig. 4 (a) In general, if a method such as the EMA with the discounting rate is used to improve the followability to 480 a sudden change, it is necessary to increase the discounting rate. This means that in the estimation, the 481 recent data are weighted more extensively. That is, as long as a constant discount rate is used, a trade-off 482 exists; the followability is improved by when the discounting rate is high, but the accuracy is reduced. 483 In this study, we simulated the task of estimating the distributions for data generation in a non-stationary 484 situation wherein the distributions change suddenly. Consequently, the EBI proposed in this study 485 successfully modified the trade-off observed in the EMA.
Results

396
In addition, we compared the estimation performance of EBI with that of SDEM. The EBI showed 487 higher estimation performance. 488 However, as shown in Fig. 7 , m must be 0 or less to achieve high performance. In the literature [14], we 489 derived α and m that best fit the causal strength felt by humans from formula (7) and the eight types of 490 experimental data shown in the literature [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] . Accordingly, the values of α were in the range of 0.25 to 491 0.6. In other words, they were far from α = 0, which implies conditional probability. In contrast, the values 492 of m were interestingly in the range of -2.0 to -0.25, that is, were negative in all eight experiments [14] . We 493 did not determine the cause of these negative values in this study. This is a question for further study. 494 As shown in Fig. 6 there are some differences. For example, when the history is considered for updating the weight of the 523 Gaussian mixture distribution, there is a difference between the consideration of posterior probability or 524 likelihood, and whether they are accumulated as addition or multiplication. In the future, we would like to 525 clarify the difference in effectiveness due to these differences through the simulation of various tasks. 526 As limitations, in this simulation, only one-dimensional distribution was handled. In future work, we will 527 extend our model to multidimensional distribution. 
